SAN DIEGO MESA COLLEGE HONORS PROGRAM
HONORS CONTRACT FOR SPRING 2011

Anthropology 102: Introduction to Physical Anthropology
Instructor: Dr Madeleine Hinkes x2294

Regular course requirements

3 exams 150 points
4 homework assignments 110 points
One paper 50 points
2 in-class labs 50 points
In class tasks 40 points

Total 400 points

Additional Honors requirements

Class participation and leadership 25 points
Supplemental research on a topic of interest 35 points
Presentation to class 30 points
Review of Museum exhibit 25 points
Preview films & write study guide 35 points

Total honors points 150 points

150/550 = 27% Honors contribution to total points for class

Description of Honors tasks

1. Class participation and leadership: requires preparation for class and group leadership

2. Supplemental research on a topic of interest: In depth research on a topic relevant to biological anthropology, reached in consult with instructor. Bibliography will be turned in.

3. Presentation to class: a verbal, digital, PowerPoint, etc., report to the class on the topic of interest (ca 15 minutes)

4. Review of Museum exhibit: Either "Strange Bones" at the Museum of Man or "Fossil Mysteries" at the Natural History Museum

5. Preview films and write study guide: Instructor will give student 2 films prior to showing them in class so student can prepare outline or study guide for students.